
Beyond Linkbait

Getting Authoritative Links



Why Do You Need 
Authoritative Links?

""Thematic incoming links Thematic incoming links 
from 'Authority Sites' carry from 'Authority Sites' carry 
more weight than on the more weight than on the 
page optimization."page optimization."

Matt Cutts - Google



What is an authoritative 
site

–– A site with strongly themed A site with strongly themed 
content about one topic content about one topic that is that is 
updated frequently* updated frequently* 

–– A larger site with many web A larger site with many web 
pages pages -- hundreds, even hundreds, even 
thousands thousands 

–– A site with incoming and A site with incoming and 
outgoing links to similarly themed outgoing links to similarly themed 
web sites web sites 

–– A site with high Google A site with high Google PageRankPageRank
(PR)(PR)



Comments from SEO 
gurus

Chris Boggs: The popularity of the Chris Boggs: The popularity of the 
linking page and site is probably linking page and site is probably 
the most important factor when the most important factor when 
deciding on a link deciding on a link 

Vanessa Fox: Links from Vanessa Fox: Links from 
authoritative sources are strong authoritative sources are strong 
reputation signals for factors such reputation signals for factors such 
as as PageRankPageRank that determine how that determine how 
highly a site is rankedhighly a site is ranked



A Different 
Approach to 

Authoritative Links
=

Public RelationsPublic Relations

There is a news story in There is a news story in 
any businessany business



HerRoom.comHerRoom.com



















Search Results

Previously not in the first 100Previously not in the first 100

Sunday they were at #17Sunday they were at #17

Today  #14Today  #14
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